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Q&A by Mary Thé 
 
 
Recently, I often have tooth-ache– maybe I am going to have my first wisdom tooth.  What can 
I do to relieve the pain?  What kind of food can I eat better for my teeth? 
 
It sounds like you might want to check your teeth with a dentist.  You might have some cavity 
and need a filling.  Normal growth of wisdom teeth should not cause too much problem.  If they 
are growing sideways, it can be a problem.  This is something that the dentist should be able to 
see through an X-ray.  Relieving the pain by biting on a clove is only a temporary solution.  
Your teeth need some serious attention from you.  Soft food will likely be more comfortable for 
the inflamed tooth and avoid all sweets as it will prolong the inflammation. 
 
My mascara is red, so I choose the pink eye shadow for myself, but it seems quite difficult to 
make a perfect match.  Even worse, they make my eyes swollen.  Can you tell me what’s the 
problem here? 
 
Using red mascara is somewhat unusual.  I am sure you chose it for fun as a fashion statement, as 
red mascara normally is not used to help enhance your own eyes.  Aside of that, if any product 
makes you swollen and irritated, it is a sign that your skin is inflamed, maybe due to an allergy.  
Your skin might be sensitive to the color that is used or other ingredients in the product.  I 
strongly suggest to stop using them.  Try to use most common colors for mascara from reputable 
brand.  Do remember, mascara is a great place for bacteria to multiply.  If used regularly, please 
throw them away every 4-6 months.  Trying mascara testers in stores is very risky as so many 
people are trying them on and put the brush back with their bacteria into the mascara.  This is 
how people can innocently develop an eye problem. 
 
What kind of perfume is best for winter? 
 
Perfume is a very personal preference.  Some of us like it flowery, some like it more fruity.  
Often in the cold winter months, we choose something mustier or spicier.  However, more 
importantly your perfume should represent how you feel, who you are as a person and not just the 
season.  Most people choose to have two different perfumes.  One for more formal events, one 
for more casual and fun events.   
 
Do I have to pay more attention to my neck in autumn and winter?  If I do, how? 
 
Absolutely.  My father used to tell me: A woman without a neck is like a flower without a stem. 
That is absolutely true.  Today, we see so many mature ladies, who have had a face-lift and their 
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neck shows their age.  They have to wear a turtle-neck or scarf all the time.  In all my career life, 
I have always encouraged all of my clients to take care of the face and neck daily.  Use whatever 
you use on the face also on the neck.  Sometime, the neck may require a richer cream in winter 
time.  If your neck feels dry and the skin shows it, absolutely give it support right away.  As this 
is how unconsciously we allow our skin to age faster. 
 
I swim everyday, but I don’t know whether the water will be harmful to my hair and my skin.  
What should I do? 
 
Indeed, swimming pool water is normally chlorinated to keep them clean.  Chlorine is not so 
great for the skin and hair.  They are not easily washed off with a normal shampoo.  Before you 
enter the swimming pool next time, you might consider the following steps to avoid build up of 
chlorine on your skin and hair.  For the face, apply a thicker cream or any waterproof sunscreen.  
For the hair, wet it and apply thick conditioner thoroughly.  Wear a swim cap when possible.  
 
If I am pregnant, which skin care products can I use, and which ones should I avoid?  Can I 
use make-up? 
 
Most normal skin care products over the counter are safe to use during pregnancy.  Stay away 
from those prescribed medicated creams.  They have too high percentage of chemicals that you 
might not want to be absorbed into your system.  Stay away from products that are effectively 
lightened the skin.  As they may contain some toxic chemicals. 
 
Can I use the facial scrub in autumn?  You know it’s so dry here in Shanghai. 
 
Everything is about balance.  I am not against using scrub in autumn or winter.  More 
importantly is not to overdo it.  You might be able to use facial scrub more often in the hot 
humid weather, but a lot less in the winter.  Also, your skin will need more support and 
protection right after a scrub, as the skin is less able to protect itself from wind, sun, dry air and  
pollution. 
 
It seems that I have already passed the acne growing period, but how can I get rid of them 
completely. 
 
You might need to check your skin care products.  Are you still using the same products that you 
were using when you had your acne?  Sometime, those products can make the surface of the skin 
too dry and it does not allow the waste product that goes out through the skin, to come out freely.  
This also can cause some acne.  Learn to listen to the message of your skin and adjust the skin 
care products accordingly. 
 
My hands and feet (extremeties) are always cold in winter, it troubles me a lot.  Could you tell 
me why and how can I prevent it? 
 
Many women have this issue.  It can be hormonal, but most of the time it is from lack of 
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circulation.  Exercise, especially weight bearing exercise can help a lot, as it boost circulation.  
This does require real discipline, as it is of no effect if done only from time to time.  It is obvious 
the body needs it and you, the owner, are expected to provide. 
 
My eyelashes are not long enough. Besides using mascara, are there any other ways to make 
them look longer and thicker?  Removing the mascara every night is really a big trouble for 
me. 
 
If removing mascara is the main trouble look into cream mascara.  Avoid using waterproof 
mascara as they are more troublesome to clean.  It is important to clean mascara daily, to avoid 
build up which can contribute to fall out eye lashes.  All other method will still require daily 
cleaning.  Such as the usage of silk fibers to help thicken eye lashes appearance, to be applied 
prior to mascara.  Today, there is also individual eye lash extension.  This is very comfortable 
and look very natural.  It can make your eye lashes considerably longer.  However it require 
regular visit to a professional as you will need to have them filled every two weeks or so, as your 
lashes naturally falls out regularly.  Certainly this can be the best solution, but at a much higher 
cost. 




